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Abstract: A microstructure has significant influence on the mechanical properties of parts. For isotropic
properties, the formation of equiaxed microstructures by the nucleation of new grains during
solidification is necessary. For conventional solidification processes, nucleation is well-understood.
Regarding powder bed fusion, the repeated remelting of previous layers can cause nucleation
under some conditions that are not explainable with classical theories. Here, we investigate this
nucleation mechanism with an unprecedented level of detail. In the first step, we built samples
with single crystalline microstructures from Ni-base superalloy IN718 by selective electron beam
melting. In the second step, single lines with different parameters were molten on top of these samples.
We observed a huge number of new grains by nucleation at the melt-pool border of these single
lines. However, new grains can only prevail if the alignment of their crystallographic orientation
with respect to the local temperature gradient is superior to that of the base material. The current
hypothesis is that nucleation at the melt-pool border happens due to remelting microsegregations
from former solidification processes leading to constitutional undercooling directly at the onset of
solidification. This study offers the opportunity to understand and exploit this mechanism for different
manufacturing processes.

Keywords: selective electron beam melting; stray grains; grain structure; equiaxed; nucleation

1. Introduction

Controlling a microstructure during solidification has been a topic since the beginning of casting.
Having columnar, equiaxed, mixed, or single crystalline structures allows for adjusting material and part
properties for a given application. However, the margin of controlling microstructures is determined by
the manufacturing process and is normally quite narrow. Since the beginning of additive manufacturing,
a tool has existed that could exploit different microstructures in one part by adjusting process parameters
on the fly. For example, a turbine blade with a customized microstructure in the root and airfoil could be
designed. Thus, it would be possible to adjust mechanical properties for local loading conditions [1].
To exploit this freedom in manufacturing, all aspects of microstructural evolution need to be understood.

The usual grain structure for powder-bed-fusion (PBF)-manufactured Ni-based superalloys
are columnar grains aligned along the build direction [2]. Therefore, special scan strategies are
necessary to gain equiaxed grains for isotropic material properties. Much effort has experimentally and
numerically put into understanding microstructural evolution in PBF processes. Common hatching [3],
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new-point-melting [4–6], or ghost-beam [7] scan strategies have been used to provoke equiaxed growth
conditions. Mainly, these were adopted from the generally accepted theory of Hunt [8] and extensions
for rapid solidification [9]. Numerical microstructural investigations on the mesoscale are normally
based on existing nucleation models [10–14] that were developed for common casting processes
using either cellular automata [10–16], Monte Carlo [17], or phase-field [18,19] methods. The most
prominent models are from Rappaz [20] and Oldfield [21]. Besides the common columnar-to-equiaxed
transition (CET) [5,19,22–25], other nucleation mechanisms have also been discovered. Here, new nuclei
preferably occur at the melt-pool border during solidification [3,18,26–31]. However, there is still a
lack of understanding. For instance, Helmer et al. [32] built samples with a columnar and equiaxed
microstructure. On the basis of simulation analysis for a classical CET criterion, the columnar sample
should have had a higher tendency towards a CET than that of the equiaxed sample. Thus, the classical
theory is not suitable in this case to predict equiaxed microstructures. In general, the exact evolution of
equiaxed grains during the layer-wise build during PBF is not examined well.

Here, we show current experiment and numerical results that offer insight on how, when,
and where nucleation can occur during PBF except due to classical CET. For this purpose,
single crystalline IN718 samples were built by selective electron beam melting (SEBM). The [100]
direction of all single crystals was aligned along the build direction. In a second step, single melt
lines were produced on top of the samples with varying process scan speed and beam power. On the
basis of the experiments, the origin of nucleation was supported by results from our inhouse software
SAMPLE2D. This can be used for extending the understanding of nucleation during PBF.

2. Experiments

2.1. Setup

Sixteen cuboid samples (15 × 15 × 20 mm3, XYZ) were built from IN718 powder on an Arcam A2
EBM machine (Arcam AB, Mölndal, Sweden), which was modified to meet the specifications of an
Arcam A1. SEBM processing parameters are listed in Table 1. As a start plate, a polycrystalline IN718
disk with a thickness of 16 mm and a diameter of 136 mm was used. Samples were connected to the start
plate via cylindrical support structures. Build temperature was held constant at 950 ◦C, as measured by
a thermocouple attached to the start plate. Build chamber pressure of 2× 10−3 mbar under a helium
atmosphere was applied during the build. As raw material, IN718 powder with a size distribution
of 45 µm to 105 µm was used (TLS Technik GmbH & Co. Spezialpulver KG, Bitterfeld, Germany).
The powder particles showed spherical morphology with few satellites and moderate residual porosity
(compare Figure 1).

Table 1. Selective electron beam melting (SEBM) processing parameters for single crystalline
base samples.

Beam Power Scan Speed Line Offset Layer Thickness

546 W 7 m s−1 30 µm 50 µm

As shown in Reference [33], the process parameters led to single crystals (SX). The SX were
surrounded by a polycrystalline (PX) shell with a thickness of about 2 mm perpendicular to the build
direction. These single crystalline samples were used as a base for single-line experiments to investigate
the predominant nucleation mechanism. Figure 2 schematically shows one sample with a spiral single
melt line on top and the cutting plane for subsequent metallographic preparation. The distance
between adjacent lines was 1.5 mm. The single crystals serve two purposes. First, melting single lines
into the SEBM-prebuilt material were much closer to the actual SEBM process when compared to the
more common way of melting into start plates, which are typically made by casting or forging. Second,
a single crystalline base allows for a more clear-cut interpretation of nucleation phenomena. Due to the
2D nature of microsections used for analysis, grains piercing the observation plane could be incorrectly
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classified as instances of preceded nucleation when using a more typical columnar microstructure
with different grain orientations. As there was only one main grain orientation with only a few small
deviating grains in the present technical single crystal, this effect could be diminished.

100 µm

Figure 1. IN718 powder used in SEBM process. Image taken by Helios NanoLab DualBeam 600 FIB/SEM
(FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA).

SX

Single melt line

Cutting plane

1.5 mm

2 mm

PX shell

15 mm

15 mm

20 mm

Figure 2. Single crystalline sample with spiral single melt line on top in addition to sample
dimensions, polycrystalline shell, distance between adjacent melt lines, and cutting plane for
metallographic preparation.

A broad combination of beam powers P and scan velocities v was used as listed in Table 2.
The parameter range was chosen in such a way that allowed for the generation of melt pools with
sufficient melting depth while simultaneously suppressing evaporation phenomena due to excessive
energy input. Before single-line melting, samples were heated to a build temperature of 950 ◦C.
For analysis, all samples were metallographically prepared as longitudinal microsections. They were
subsequently etched with a V2A etching solution (mixture of HCl, HNO3, H2O, and Vogels special
reagent) to reveal the dendritic microstructure and analyzed via light microscopy. For every parameter
set, 7 lines were produced in 1 sample.

Table 2. Beam parameters for single-line experiments. Line-energy stepping was 100 J m−1.

Samples Line Energy (P/v) Beam Power P Scan Speed v

1–6 400–900 J m−1 100–225 W 0.25 m s−1

7–11 400–800 J m−1 200–400 W 0.50 m s−1

12–16 400–800 J m−1 400–800 W 1.00 m s−1

In order to gain further insight on grain orientation and nucleation, scanning-electron-microscopy
(SEM) and electron-backscattered-diffraction (EBSD) measurements were performed on selected samples.
All EBSD mappings were recorded with a step size of 750 nm. Measurements and postprocessing
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were performed on a Helios NanoLab DualBeam 600 FIB/SEM (FEI Company, Hillsboro, OR, USA)
equipped with a NordlysNano EBSD detector using AZtecHKL and HKL CHANNEL5 software
(Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, GB).

2.2. Nucleation and Crystal Growth

Figure 3 shows six typical microsections from the experiments. For all 3 scan speeds, 2 different
energy inputs are depicted. Shown samples are representative of all microsections. The base material
was almost of a single crystalline nature with some deviations in each sample. As a result of cubic crystal
symmetry, a transition of the growth direction from the single crystal aligned with the build direction to
a 90◦ growth mode was present at the flanks. This effect was also observed by Mokadem [28].
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Figure 3. Exemplary microsections for different melting parameters (a–f) showing distinct evolution
of new grains in single crystalline IN718 base material. For convenience, areas with new grains are
highlighted in blue when their orientation was different from the base material. Proceeding grains
from the base material are not marked.

Every melt line showed pronounced areas with possible new grains (highlighted by blue in
Figure 3). Nearly every new grain arose at the melt-pool border. At the melt-pool bottom, these grains
did not grow far. At the flanks, the grains grew towards the top center of the melt pool. With an
increasing melt pool, the fractional area of new grains increased.

In Figure 4, Sample 3 from Figure 3b is shown as SEM image with a superimposed EBSD signal.
Due to additional preparation before SEM/EBSD, the melt pool could not be directly compared
to the corresponding microsection. Occasionally, new grains arose at the whole melt-pool border.
SEM and EBSD images gave a good match. Only one new grain at the bottom right (light blue) was not
observable in SEM. The EBSD image confirmed that the features found in microsections could be new
grains nucleated at the melt-pool border. Badly oriented grains at the bottom were quickly overgrown.
Only one grain in the middle had only slight deviation from the single crystal. Thus, it could survive.

To explain the growth behavior of new grains, Figure 5 schematically depicts local growth
conditions along the border. This is based on the classical theory for growth competition by Walton
and Chalmers [34]. The better that any of the main growth directions of a grain is aligned with the
local temperature gradient, the faster it grows. In 2D space, a cubic crystal has four main growth
directions with a 90◦ rotational symmetry. Thus, the worst orientation of the temperature gradient is in
the middle between two adjacent main growth directions. This leads to a maximal absolute deviation
of 45◦. The temperature gradient itself is always perpendicular to the melt-pool border.
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Figure 4. Melt pool of Sample 3 from Figure 3b with nucleation at melt-pool border shown as SEM
image and electron-backscattered-diffraction (EBSD) overlay. For convenience, single crystal (SX)
signal was deleted, and only new grains are shown in EBSD. In the underlying SEM image, new grains
were manually highlighted for comparison with the EBSD signal. On the basis of the SEM image,
the melt-pool border was inserted.
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Figure 5. (left) Schematic melt pool with angle ϕ at border between build direction and temperature
gradient. (right) Normalized growth velocities for same undercooling cos(α − |ϕ|) for different
orientations α of SX base material (0◦) and nucleus (45◦) to the build direction. Areas where SX
or nucleus grew faster because of better orientation marked either in red or blue in both subfigures.

On the right, the plot schematically shows the growth velocity of the SX base material grown
in the build direction and a nucleus that is rotated by 45◦. For the sake of simplicity, the curves
follow a cosine function. Growth velocity was normalized with arbitrary maximal velocity. This
leads to a maximal value of 1 when one of the main growth directions of a grain is aligned with
the temperature gradient, and a minimal value of

√
2/2 for the highest deviation with an absolute

value of 45◦. One main growth direction of the SX (0◦ towards the build direction) is aligned with the
temperature gradient at the bottom. Additionally, two other main growth directions of the 0◦ SX are
aligned at the outermost melt-pool borders. At these locations, deviation between the main growth
directions of the nucleus and the temperature gradient is maximal. At an angle for the temperature
gradient of −45◦ and 45◦, the nucleus is aligned, and deviation for the SX is maximal. Because of
rotational symmetry, it was sufficient to only consider the angle of the temperature gradient ϕ between
−45◦ and 45◦. The areas for the fastest-growing crystals at a certain angle are marked in the top part of
the right figure. The same areas for the angle are also depicted at the melt-pool border on the scheme
on the left. In these areas, either the SX or the nucleus is better oriented towards the temperature
gradient. Transitions between these areas are at −22.5◦ and 22.5◦. At these angles, deviation for SX
and nucleus is equal. The theory correlates with the highlighted areas in Figure 3, where new grains at
the bottom were overgrown by the SX and survived towards the flanks.

3. Simulation

3.1. Setup

To investigate the nucleation mechanism, a simulation with our inhouse software SAMPLE2D [35]
was performed. The software is based on a 2D lattice Boltzmann method that inherits melt-pool
dynamics, melting/solidification, element-distribution variations, and evaporation. Here, solidification
was not modeled because only the turning point between melting and the start of solidification
was of interest. The parameter set from Sample 12 (P = 400 W, v = 1 m s−1) was chosen. Here,
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evaporation effects became visible in the sample (compare Figure 3e). The build temperature used
in the experiments of 950 ◦C was initialized in the whole domain. For the 2D setup, all melt-pool
movement in the beam direction was suppressed. To achieve mixing and homogenization in the 2D
simulation, this specific parameter with evaporation was used. Additionally, some powder particles
were applied to increase melt-pool movement in the 2D setup.

As a segregating element, only Nb was considered. The powder particles had a nominal Nb
concentration of 5 wt-%. A Scheil-like microsegregation profile perpendicular to the beam direction
was applied to the SX base material. Parallel to the beam, it was constant, imitating a prebuilt single
crystal. On the basis of the primary dendrite arm spacing of the SX in experiments of about 13 µm,
a rounded spacing for a Scheil distribution of 10 µm was chosen.

To obtain sufficient resolution for this spacing, the cell size of the numerical grid was 500 nm.
For numerical stability, the temporal increment needed to be set to 2 ns. Element diffusion was allowed
in the melt, but ignored in the solid. The diffusion coefficient of Nb in the melt was calculated with the
Einstein–Stokes–Sutherland equation [36,37]

D =
kbT

6πηr
, (1)

where Boltzmann constant, kb; temperature, T; dynamic melt viscosity, η (see Table 3); and atomic
radius of Nb, r (215 pm). Diffusion coefficient D was roughly set to 1× 10−9 m2 s−1 for temperature
around the liquidus temperature of IN718 of 1359 ◦C (see Figure 6 at 5 wt-%). Liquidus and solidus
temperature levels were locally evaluated on the basis of the current composition (Nb content) based
on a quasibinary phase diagram (IN718-Nb) calculated with ThermoCalc (see Figure 6). The used
material parameters are summarized in Table 3. Temperature-dependent thermal conductivity was
approximated by a linear fit in the solid and liquid phases on the basis of values given in Table 3.

Table 3. Material parameters for simulations [38–40].

Parameter Value Unit

Density 7580 kg m−3

Viscosity 4.9 × 10−3 Pa s
Atomic weight 56.6
Atomic number 26.73
Surface tension 1.73 J m−2

boiling temperature 2917 ◦C
heat capacity of solid 652 J kg−1

heat capacity of liquid 778 J kg−1

Thermal conductivity (solid) at 1000 K 22.4 W m−1 K−1

Thermal conductivity (solid) at 1500 K 30.7 W m−1 K−1

Thermal conductivity (liquid) at 1700 K 28.1 W m−1 K−1

Thermal conductivity (liquid) at 2100 K 33.5 W m−1 K−1

Heat of fusion 2.27 × 105 J kg−1

Heat of vaporization 6.98 × 106 J kg−1

Diffusion coefficient of Nb in Ni 1.0 × 10−9 m2 s−1
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Figure 6. Quasibinary phase diagram of IN718-Nb calculated with ThermoCalc (2017b, TTNI8 database)
up to 20 wt-% Nb content. Liquidus (TL) and solidus (TS) curves are shown.

3.2. Remelting Simulation

Figure 7 shows a snapshot from the simulation when the maximal melt-pool depth was reached
during the remelting of the predefined Nb distribution. The velocity, temperature, and Nb concentration
with stream lines of the velocity field are depicted. Due to capillarity, wetting, and evaporation, the melt
pool was highly dynamic, with velocities up to 10 m s−1. This caused inhomogeneous temperature
distribution with an uneven melt-pool border.

Figure 7. Simulation results of velocity, temperature, and concentration distribution when maximal
melt-pool depth was reached during remelting of predefined periodical Nb composition. Stream lines
show current velocity field. For the concentration field, two areas are marked for further investigations.
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Furthermore, the high convective flow resulted in the nearly complete mixing of the predefined
concentration profile. Concentration was around the nominal concentration of Nb in IN718 of 5 wt-%
nearly everywhere in the melt pool. Additionally, the melt border followed the shape of the former
dendrite structure due to segregation remelting.

The importance of convective transport not for remelting but for solidification was shown and
emphasized by Zhao et al. [41]. They found that solidification velocities are strongly influenced by
melt flow. Figure 8 shows the temporal evolution of the concentration distribution at the melt-pool
bottom and flank for the areas marked in Figure 7. The last time step depicts the turning point
between melting and solidification for each area. In both cases, a similar effect was apparent.
During melting, the concentration homogenized above the melt-pool border. Between the former
dendrites, homogenization was much slower.

In the majority of the melt, the concentration was mixed by the convective flow. In the confined
space between the dendrites, the concentration could only be homogenized by diffusion. Thus,
the concentration in the interdendritic region was higher than that in the rest of the melt pool.
Furthermore, at the transition between interdendritic region and melt pool, the concentration was very
close to 5 wt-%. In the melt pool itself, it was slightly higher in the shown sections (comparing the last
time step for bottom and flank in Figure 8). This led to a small concentration sink at the transition area
with an increased concentration gradient.

Figure 8. Temporal evolution of Nb composition during remelting at bottom and flanks (comparing
Figure 7) at different times. Solid–liquid interface highlighted in yellow.

Figure 9 shows the undercooling at the turning point from melting to solidification. In the
simulation, no solidification was considered. Thus, the turning point was rather arbitrary, and the time
when the undercooling was plotted was shortly after undercooling became apparent. The different
times for the bottom and flank were caused by different times when the undercooling started to locally
evolve. Undercooling was calculated on the basis of local liquidus temperature and local temperature.
The undercooling was highest at the dendrite tips. It gradually decreased to zero above the dendrites.
In the transition areas from interdendritic region to melt pool, undercooling was also high because of
the concentration gradient. Deeper in the interdendritic space, undercooling decreased.
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Figure 9. Undercooling after remelting at two locations in melt pool (compare Figure 7) at (left)
melt-pool bottom at 1.6 ms and at (right) flanks at 1.8 ms.

4. Cooling-Rate Determination

4.1. Setup

To investigate the influence of different energy inputs on cooling rate, further single-line
simulations were conducted. Scan speed and the line energy were varied following the parameters
defined in Table 2. Cell size and temporal increment were increased to 5 µm and 200 ns to decrease
calculation time. Furthermore, evaporation was neglected, and no powder was applied. Nb content
was set to 5 wt-% in the whole domain. To estimate cooling rate, the corresponding liquidus isotherm
was tracked. Lastly, the mean for all cells at the melt-pool border was calculated for every simulation.

4.2. Influence of Line Energy on Cooling Rate

In Figure 10, cooling rate at the melt-pool border is depicted for several line energies and scan
speeds obtained from the single-line simulations. For the lowest line energy of 400 J m−1, the highest
cooling rate of around 40,000 ◦C s−1 appeared for the highest scan speed of 1 m s−1. With decreasing
scan speed, the cooling rate also decreased for 400 J m−1. For increasing line energies, cooling rate
decreased steadily; for 900 J m−1, it was around 9000 ◦C s−1 for all scan speeds.
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Figure 10. Cooling rate at melt-pool border for several scan speeds and line energies.

5. Discussion

Experiments showed that melt pools show preferably nucleation at the melt-pool border.
After nucleation, the survival of grains follows a regular grain-selection process, where better-oriented
grains overgrow others. Thus, for the SX base material, only new grains at the flanks survived.

For nucleation, there are two prerequisites. First, a nucleation site for heterogeneous nucleation
(homogeneous nucleation is irrelevant for practical use). Second, undercooling as driving force.
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In order to produce new nucleation sites, dendrite fragmentation is an often discussed theory
controversy [42–49]. Drezet et al. [30] claimed that high velocities in a melt pool lead to dendrite
fragmentation, leading to new grains at the melt-pool border. However, due to very low dendrite arm
spacings and poor formation of secondary arms, we doubt that fragmentation in the interdendritic
space caused by the constitutional remelting of secondary arms is present. It is more realistic that high
melting oxides, nitrides, or carbides in the interdendritic region during remelting [50,51] can act as
nucleation sites. For example, aluminum oxide has a melting point far above 2000 ◦C [52]. Temperature
at the bottom is only slightly above the local liquidus temperature of IN718 of around 1359 ◦C (compare
Figure 6).

The second prerequisite was examined by simulation. Classically, undercooling increases close
to the solidification front by constitutional undercooling leading to nucleation events towards the
end of solidification (CET). Zhang et al. [53] proposed that altering constitutional undercooling by
changing the composition can lead to a complete CET right at the beginning of solidification. However,
this cannot explain the fact that new grains can only be found at the beginning and not afterwards as
constitutional undercooling increases during solidification. Furthermore, Liu et al. [31] reported that
the temperature gradient is responsible for nucleation at the melt-pool border. However, no further
explanation was given. These approaches are not suitable to explain nucleation exclusively at the
melt-pool border. Our simulation showed that remelting segregations led to recreation of the shape of
the dendritic structure at the border. Additionally, mixing in the melt pool effectively homogenized
these remelted segregations except for in the interdendritic regions at the border. This led to increased
undercooling in this area right at the beginning of solidification. Thus, a condition basically close to
classical constitutional undercooling was created right at the turning point. Furthermore, close to the
interdendritic space, new nuclei could grow freely until the actual front arrived. Thus, they had time
to reach a critical size to survive.

A summary for the possible mechanism behind the border nucleation is schematically shown
in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Schematic representation of liquidus temperature TL and current temperatures (T1 and T2)
at turning point from melting to solidification (time t1) and shortly after solidification started (time t2).
Due to a concentration gradient in the mushy zone, a constitutional undercooled region occurred
where nucleation could happen. Former concentration distribution in solid with nominal concentration
c0, maximal concentration in former interdendritic regions cI, and minimal concentration in former
dendrite cores cD are shown.
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Two times, t1 and t2, are depicted. The first shows a situation right at the turning point between
melting and solidification. The second shows the situation right after solidification started. Current
and local liquidus temperatures are illustrated along the interdendritic space. In the solid zone,
high Nb concentrations lead to a low liquidus temperature. In the mixed melt pool with the nominal
Nb concentration, liquidus temperature is high. For simplicity, the two levels are linearly connected.
This is only a schematic approximation. Temperature is linearly approximated in a way that, at the
turning point, the temperature in the mushy zone is equal to the liquidus temperature at t1. At time t2,
temperature gradient shrinks due to cooling. The concentration field stays constant for convenience.
This is justified by the transient melt pool (compare Figures 8 and 9).

A decrease in temperature causes the dendrite tips to grow a short distance. Additionally, it results
in a constitutional undercooled zone in the interdendritic space between two tips. Nucleation can
happen in this undercooled regions. However, here, the solidification front is static at the transition
point. Thus, compared to a moving front from a classical view point, new nuclei have more time to
grow. This increases the probability for them to survive at the melt-pool border. Lastly, this can lead to
the nucleation phenomenon seen in the experiments. After nucleation, the survival rate of new grains
depends only on growth competition, as depicted in Figure 5.

At last, Figure 10 shows how different energy inputs can influence the mechanism. By increasing
the energy input, the cooling rate at the melt-pool border decreases. Accordingly, the time for diffusion
at the border increases. Therefore, the transient concentration gradient in the interdendritic region
shrinks, leading to a decrease in constitutional undercooling produced by remelting. This can explain
why single crystals can be produced by PBF processes [33,54,55]. With common hatching methods,
the cooling rate can be further decreased, and nucleation at the border vanishes.

6. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, the nucleation mechanism during PBF was studied in detail for the first time.
Nucleation primarily happened at the melt-pool border of individual melt lines at the onset of
solidification, but not afterwards. The entirety of the melt-pool borders was cluttered with new
nuclei. Nevertheless, only nuclei that were better aligned with the local temperature gradient could
survive. This normally happens at an angle towards the built direction of around 45◦ for cubic crystals.
The current hypothesis is that the underlying mechanism is based on constitutional undercooling
obtained by remelting nonuniform concentration distributions caused by microsegregation. During
the melting of the segregations, the former shape of the dendrite structure was revealed.

On the basis of our simulation results, homogenization happened above the former dendrites,
but not between them. This produced a transient concentration gradient, leading to constitutional
undercooling in the interdendritic space right at the onset of solidification. This phenomenon could
be the origin of the melt-pool-border nucleation. For producing equiaxed structures, this nucleation
mechanism could be exploited. However, this needs the precise adjustment of process parameters.
Increased energy inputs could decrease constitutional undercooling produced by remelting.

For more quantitative investigations of the mechanism, additional simulations and experiments are
necessary. These results can be used to further adjust nucleation models used for layered manufacturing
techniques under nonequilibrium solidification conditions to predict process parameters for desired
microstructures.

Lastly, this can be used to select different process parameters within one part to produce different
microstructures in different locations. For example, the root of a turbine blade could be built with
equiaxed microstructures to increase dynamic strength, whereas the airfoil could be produced with a
single crystalline microstructure to improve creep resistance.
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